Lessons from Indian Summer
(Lessons for Life and Algonquin Park)
Name: ________________________________
Please read rubric below to see how assignment will be evaluated?
Indian Summer
Name:

1. What lake were most of the group picked up at?

2. What lake was Beth picked up at?

3. What lake is camp Tamakwa on, in Algonquin Park?

4. Who was Wakanda?

5. What was a shrek ? Give me an example of one done in the movie.

6. What was the super secret Indian name? Why did Uncle Lou give it to the campers

7. Why did Jack get kicked out of camp?

8. Who was right Jack or was Uncle Lou in kicking Jack out of camp (Why or Why not)?

9. What did Uncle Lou mean when he said he was trying to play God later on in the movie?

10. How did his decision contradict everything Camp Tamakwa was trying to teach to the
campers?

11. Dealing with respect in the camp video promo and at the end of the movie what does a
camper learn at camp Tamakwa.

Does it make sense?

12. Write 2 detailed paragraphs describing lessons in life learned from the movie Indian
Summer. Camp Tamakwa’s mission statement is “If you teach campers to respect the
environment, then they will respect others and eventually respect themselves becoming a
richer person throughout this process.
(Each paragraph should be at least 5
sentences – on a separate piece of paper )

Category

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

ASSIGNMENT COMPLETENESS Partially complete 25% short Complete 50% short answer
answer questions
questions

Complete 80% short answer
questions

Complete all questions

ACCURACY

Less than ½ of the items are
correct

50 % of the items are correct

90 % of items are correct

All items are correct

LEGIBILITY

Writing is not legible

Writing is not legible and/or
organized in places

Marginal legible and organized Legible and organized typing
or very, very neat printing
typing or very, very neat
printing

REQUIREMENTS &
EEFFORT

Answers do not meet the
requirement of the problem –
ONE WORDS ANSWERS

Answers meet the requirement Answers meet the requirement
of the problem but are in
of the problem – SHORT
incomplete sentences i.e. 4 or 5 COMPLETE SENTENCES
WORD ANSWERS

All answers have must be answered in
complete sentences
Total Mark for ASSIGNMENT

4 X 4 = 16 (2 marks per cube) = ?/32

Answers are well thought out
and go beyond the requirement
of the problem – TWO OR
MORE SENTENCES

